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The impact players defining the new Platinum Corridor
By Aly Payne

A S E N S E O F adventure begins just north of Dallas’ Interstate 635, and it
continues at a speed of 70 miles per hour along the Dallas North Tollway to
State Highway 121. These are the main arteries surging through the rapidly
growing exurbia – the suburbs of Farmers Branch, Addison, Plano and Frisco.
Cars pulse through the veins of this distinct and revered neighborhood and
office submarket on an hourly basis, because this is where the concept of “Live,
Work, Play” breathes new life. This is the Platinum Corridor.
In 1997, Randy Heady – of Heady Investments – and his reputable staff would
step out for lunch. At the time, their most recent development, surrounded by
vast acreage and farmland, afforded them with a unique kind of entertainment
– feeding apples to nearby horses. “Old dogs always have a lot of old stories,”
Heady says, chuckling as he recalls his profound history in Dallas’ business
sphere. In fact, when the investment firm initially planted these significant
stakes, the Dallas North Tollway transitioned to a four-lane thoroughfare at
the Keller Springs exit.
The development, Parkway Center I, was considered a Class B spec office
structure and was located along today’s toll road in Plano. “We weren’t sure
what the market was out here, because there was really no precedent set.
Nobody had ever built anything in this area – I think there was just Frito Lay
and EDS,” says Heady. “There were no restaurants, no facilities, and no walkable
amenities – no drivable amenities for that matter. There was nothing.” But
Randy Heady was an esteemed name in North Dallas, and property owners
knew if anyone could develop a superior piece of land, it was him.
“The building was so successful, and there was such a high demand for that
space, we ended up leasing at about $4 to $5 per square foot on the pro forma,”
he explains. “We quickly added some covered carports and recognized that,
moving forward, we needed to develop higher classification office buildings.”
Through his pursuits, Heady became an integral cog in the evolution of
the Platinum Corridor, being among the only developers to introduce spec
office space in all of Dallas-Fort Worth’s metroplex. It was a venture further
implemented in 2007, just before the recession doused the nation’s formerly
prosperous economy, and it would prove to be unrivaled until well into 2011.
It wasn’t strategic, and they hadn’t monopolized the trade; six to eight
months prior to the economic downfall, Heady Investments had their plans
teed up and they were ready to move. So, that’s exactly what they did. Four years
later, not a single additional spec office building was under construction. Even
looking back today, Heady finds it hard to believe. “In August of 2011, we built
another six-story spec in Legacy East. For four years Parkway Center V and
Headquarters I were the only two built anywhere in Dallas or Fort Worth.”
Now, nearly two decades later, it’s hard to believe there’s any space left along
the 13.7-mile stretch. Businesses are relocating from out of state, eager to get
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their slice of the platinum pie. It’s been a huge draw for corporate
headquarters, between ease of transportation, exceptional work
force and optimal taxes. It’s still North Dallas, sure – at times, heavy
on the traffic and now light on sprawling greenery – but the move
toward sheer convenience stands to only increase mass appeal.
Galleria Dallas is no longer a stand-alone attraction; in fact, the
soon-to-be Dallas Midtown, sitting just on the outskirts, is one
example of this widespread progression.
When you hear Scott Beck talk about his brain child, it feels
almost futuristic, almost as if there’s an element of magic permeating
the dirt beneath the old and dilapidated Valley View Mall. To get
an idea of what Dallas Midtown will look like in all its settled glory,
you’ll have to picture a small-scale Central Park. Rooted along its
perimeter are hotels, Class A office
space, lofts and condominiums,
high end retail and unparalleled
d i n i n g . T h e s i d ewa l k s a re
crowded with parents chasing
after fast and spirited children
while business
executives head
back from their
well-deserved
lunch break. In
no such hurry
in heels and in
loafers. The
doors of local
retail shops
are open, and
the sound of
conversation
Randy Heady
is absorbed by

the afternoon breeze and delicate rustle of foliage.
Just shy of three miles down the road is the ever quaint and cozy
Addison Circle. Among the first to espouse a small-town, closeknit feel to our big city reality, Addison is constantly fostering
the collective demand for the notion “Live, Work, Play.” In this
picturesque corner of North Dallas, just off the Tollway near Keller
Springs and Beltline, stands the illustrious “Blueprints” work of art.
It’s a distinct piece that functions as the focal point of the circle; it’s
also a steady reminder of the original design and intention for the
town. Adjacent to this tribute is Addison Circle Park where upward
of 400,000 people come from near and far to witness a famed and
treasured 4th of July fireworks show known as Kaboom Town!.
During the fall you’ll find the same impressive number gearing up
to indulge in Oktoberfest.
Addison has worked hard for years to create economic prosperity
for its residents and has strived to offer the same for its business
community as well. The Addison TreeHouse is a joint effort between
the city and the Dallas Entrepreneur Center to serve local startups
with a vibrant coworking space and necessary resources to not only
thrive but exceed expectations. It’s no stranger to growth and has
the advantage of well-esteemed corporate headquarters nearby –
Mary Kay Cosmetics to name just one.
Within the boundaries of Dallas Midtown and Addison, all facets
of life are in close proximity, and, unless your heart desires, there’s
no pressing reason to cross over into neighboring city limits. But
then how exciting would life be? Life would be stagnant,boring. Exploration has a pull on our population, and the fierce determination of residents and city officials keeps us on our toes and in the
headlines. The Platinum Corridor keeps us heading north. Next in
line to Dallas proper, Plano understands the transformation best.
“We’re not to be underestimated,” says Sally Bane, economic
development director for the City of Plano. The suburb, once seldom
infiltrated, has drastically changed from when Heady’s employees
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were captivated by horses on the opposite side of a barbed wire
fence. Sadly, you won’t find horses – other than civic sculptures
– as you press the pedal to the metal heading north along the toll
road. You will, however, spot The Shops at Willow Bend, another
critical piece to the platinum puzzle.
Unlike Galleria Dallas, the Shops at Willow Bend offers a serene
alternative to the typical retail experience. Outside of the holiday
season you’ll likely avoid tiresome crowds or a vicious battle for
parking. But tranquility may take a backseat with the upcoming
$125 million planned expansion project. Local commercial real
estate investment company Encore Enterprises recently announced
a seven-story, 200,000-square-foot Class A office tower to be
developed on site. Sitting adjacent to the food court, the addition is
projected to accommodate up to 800 more employees – construction
is already underway in the Dillard’s department store parking lot.
Growth of this magnitude often begs the question of additional
amenities, and the demand has been addressed with the inclusion
of well-known health and fitness club Equinox set to open its doors
in 2019. At this easily accessible, 30,000-square-foot facility, Plano
residents will have the option of a full spa, group cardio, yoga,
Pilates, and cycling classes, juice bar, poolside lounge, personal
training and more. “It’s where the science of fitness meets the art
of living. It’s real results. For real life,” stated the Equinox website.
It cannot be denied that the Shops at Willow Bend appear to be
catering to adults with classic and expensive taste. However, in

Plano, family similarly takes priority, and the mall hosted a grand
opening for The Crayola Experience in March. The attraction
boasts a remarkable 60,000-square-foot establishment complete
with endless hours of activity and an unprecedented gift shop as
you exit. For a brand that’s been in the industry for over 100 years,
this may be one of the most innovative ideas of its kind. It’s ignited
a childlike enthusiasm for family fun and has brought a taste of
creativity back to the forefront of its target audience’s mind.
“Plano is very focused on job creation and on creating
employment opportunities for our citizens,” states Bane. “So, we
decided as a community – decades ago and councils ago – that we
would focus on being a business center; being, in our estimation,
the employment center for this part of the region.”
It’s a point that’s certainly hard to argue, as evidenced further
north along the Tollway, particularly when you come upon Legacy
East and, more recently, Legacy West. Straddling the Dallas North
Tollway just before the Sam Rayburn on-ramp, Legacy seems to
have been established virtually overnight. Visitors won’t be hardpressed to find food they enjoy, as dining facilities promise to

“The building was so successful, and
there was such a high demand for that
space, we ended up leasing at about
$4 to $5 per square foot on the pro
forma. We quickly added some covered
carports and recognized that, moving
forward, we needed to develop higher
classification office buildings.”
-Randy Heady, Heady Investments

Rendering from Heady Investments

accommodate everyone’s taste buds, be it first-class cuisine or casual
afternoon bites. Shopping is similarly versatile with stores inclusive
of Lululemon, Madewell, West Elm, Kendra Scott, Spectacles and
Warby Parker. And just like it’s southern counterparts, Legacy
West promotes “Live, Work, Play,” with high-end luxury loft and
apartment living space above.
Incorporating “Live, Work, Play” is a necessity in Plano,
especially when you consider the influx of large corporations and/or
their headquarters. Toyota, FedEx/Kinkos, Boeing, Ericcson, Hilti
North America, and Liberty Mutual are all defining the Platinum
Corridor. They’re bringing in millions of new employees and highranking executives. Infrastructure has been forced to change with
the growing population, be it in modifications to the toll road itself,
widening smaller internal roads (Plano Parkway near Preston,
for example) or simply creating new options for housing. The
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growing concept is vital in a community of this nature because it
allows newcomers to choose where they want to settle. It affords
them the option to create a home in an area that may not be close
by nationwide standards but is undoubtedly close by Platinum
Corridor standards.
At the current rate of growth, residents may be wondering where
Plano goes from here. “As we move more into maturity, you’re going
to see three main areas of focus from our effort,” Bane adds. “This
is going to be redevelopment, retention and reputation.”
What Bane means by redevelopment is a conscious
understanding of the present-day market and staying up-to-date
on trends that affect a city’s perception, well-being and overall
appeal. This facet, similarly, encompasses a constantly evolving
infrastructure and preserving the city for its long-term citizens
and those moving into the area. In regard to retention, she is quick
to ensure the community – business and residential – that the city
will work very diligently to keep the companies they have and help
them to not just survive, but flourish. Lastly, while it seems the
area’s reputation is in no need of further promotion, Bane promises
to continue reinforcing and broadcasting status while offering the
comparative benefits of being in Plano.
The Platinum Corridor is planting its seeds and pushing
for more, and our North Dallas population never ceases
to be thirsty for the next best development. Luckily,
we’re heading north toward Frisco.
Home to the “Five Billion Dollar Mile” – a
one-mile span of Dallas’ North Tollway between
Warren Parkway and Lebanon Road – Frisco
has been similarly focused on mixed-use
developments. The Star, Frisco Station and
The Gate are by far the three primary hubs in
this northernmost Platinum Corridor spotlight.
For any Dallas native, The Star is as close to
Texas holy land as it gets; it’s The Dallas
Cowboys World Headquarters and
practice facility, and it joined
our crazed and beloved family
in 2016. Dare we call it a sports
mecca? This 91-acre property
and one-billion-dollar investment
project offers a first-of-its-kind
Sally Bane
partnership between the City of

Frisco, Frisco ISD and, of course, the Dallas Cowboys. It’s a publicprivate enterprise that has been dubbed “The Entertainment
District,” with that same “Live, Work, Play” mentality. It’s rich
with retail, office space, and dining and accommodates even our
out-of-town guests at the Omni Frisco Hotel, Tostitos Plaza, and
a 60,000-square-foot gym.
That five-billion-dollar mile has even more to offer with one of
its most recent developments, Frisco Station. With shovels in the
ground in 2016, area plans were set in motion to provide residents
with a Wellness Enhanced Development, and – as of 2017 – the
initial phase opened with a seven-story office building. “Frisco
Station is a feel-good place,” reads the site’s webpage. “We’ve
built the community around an innovative wellness program that
brings together fitness amenities, medical facilities, and wellness
programming in a brand-new way. These offerings make it easier
than ever to achieve the ideal work-life balance and enjoy a healthy
lifestyle.” Under its umbrella of 242 acres, Frisco Station is predicted
to house a resident population of 3,456, a daytime employment
population of 15,000, and 10,871 businesses within in its fivemile radius.
Is it safe to assume you’re enthralled? What if we told you there
were whispers from Uber Elevate and Hillwood to develop one of
the nation’s first vertiports? A vertiport, for those unfamiliar,
is a type of airport for vertical landing and takeoff. According
to Uber Elevate, gone is the traditional commute; in the
works is on-demand, urban air transportation.
From the looks of it, mixed-use properties, albeit
sprouting up all over the metroplex, prove to be diverse
in their contributions. Frisco’s last development within
its well-regarded Five Billion Dollar Mile, The Gate,
covers 41 acres of land funded by Invest Group Overseas
(IGO) based out of Dubai. This particular axis is
concentrated primarily on family with a 350
unit multifamily development. Whether
it’s the 11,000 square-foot clubhouse, a
golf simulator, dog spa or bike garage,
families are guaranteed to feel more
connected than ever. And when they feel
like venturing out for a little weekend fun,
the booming “Live, Work, Play” concept
is always included nearby. The final
product expects the likes of a boutique
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hotel, Class A office space, retail and dining and much more.
But Frisco won’t only be a draw for sports and recreational
seekers; in the future it’s going to be driving musicians, concert
goers, wine connoisseurs, and food truck junkies northbound to the
area’s soon-to-be Music Venue. These amenities, will keep Frisco’s
status as one of the nation’s fastest-growing cities in the nation.
Music Venue is Frisco’s way of investing in the arts, and it’s going to
provide North Dallas with a newly approved $30 million performing
arts center. From cultural events to corporate events, school to
celebrity performances, this will be a well-rounded establishment
that will bring guests an outdoor stage, with prime dining only a
number of yards away from the microphone. As a bonus, the venue
will delight guests with a wine tasting room to tickle your taste
buds when you’re feeling up to a glass of red or white. Currently
there’s nothing quite like it off our favored North Dallas Tollway,
and it will remain within the beloved Five Million Dollar Mile, just
across from the previously mentioned attractions. Frisco is building
onto and into the future, and the future is certainly looking bright.
It’s no longer enough to simply provide for the community at

Legacy west

hand, because the bar has been set too high in North Dallas. Our
local society is looking to satisfy a concept so much bigger, a need
so much broader, a concept so much more inclusive. People want it
all at their fingertips. They don’t want to make the long haul down
the highway to a movie theater on a Friday night; they want to stroll
to each destination in the fresh evening air beneath a beautifully
setting sun. Families don’t want to wait on an entryway bench for
their dinner party to be called; they want to sit out near the grass
while their children play on nearby playgrounds surrounded by
freshly manicured landscaping. When there’s a demand this great,
it becomes well worth it to stay the course and pursue the vision.
So, North Dallas will continue to grow, but it’s evident we’re
working on limited space. In fact, Randy Heady wasn’t just among
the first of commercial developers to have contributed to the
Platinum Corridor boom; he’s currently developing on the last
piece of open land in all of Legacy, with the newest venture being
Headquarters II. “There’s no more land left; the frontage is 100
percent developed,” he says.

“We decided as a community – decades
ago and councils ago – that we would
focus on being a business center; being, in
our estimation, the employment center for
this part of the region.”
-Sally Bane, economic
development director for the City of Plano

Headquarters II will take at least five years to build, maybe
even six, as construction requires about nineteen months of time
for such a complex assembly. But
Heady Investments has planted
these roots and can be expected to
fulfill a growing desire for business
executives. Across from Legacy’s
Liberty Mutual building in one
direction and Headquarters I in
the other, this new development is
within the context of a five-minute
walk to Legacy West, more than
1,000 luxury multifamily rentals
as well as a 24-story condo tower,
Fortune 500 corporate tenants
and, as written in the brochure, an
“open air retail space nestled in a
city neighborhood.” Headquarters
II will be in a class of its own, a
prestigious venture, a category
known as AA.
And as we envision what
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the future holds, we asked Randy Heady to offer his two cents.
With regard to his investment firm, they’re focused on adding a
Headquarters III to the family of developments, but that will be
a few years down the road. When it comes to the city’s pursuits,
however, he speculates the expansion will continue its vertical
trajectory. “It’ll always go north; it always has and I think it always
will.” He suspects the Platinum Corridor will weave past Frisco
upward toward Eldorado Parkway through 380 and into Prosper,
then all the way to Celina. “They’re going to put the toll road right
through that property.”
Right now those areas – Prosper and Celina – are looking
strikingly similar to the grounds north of Keller Springs during
the late 1990s, with back roads hugging the edge of farmland, and
both horses and cattle grazing on acres of grass. When you leave
Frisco it almost feels quiet, desolate in comparison. But if you think
the wheels aren’t turning, you’re only fooling yourself. Everyone
wants to be part of something larger than themselves. Everyone
wants to feel the wind whipping through their hair on a 70-mileper-hour road to anywhere they desire. Everyone wants to feel part
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of a community that offers close-knit, family-like ties
while simultaneously offering big-city amenities. It’s
only a matter of time before we turn around and strive
to remember what used to be, before we laugh at the
additional five, ten or fifteen minutes it took to reach
our favorite destinations to the north or the south of the
Platinum Corridor.
You see, even compared to other large cityscapes,
Dallas’ endeavors remain in a league of their own –
Texas-sized, if you will. But if Platinum is a rarity – rarer
than gold and silver – then why is it that the Platinum
Corridor concept feels widespread and increasingly
popular throughout North Dallas? The moniker is simply
a play on The Golden Corridor, which covered two miles
along Dallas’ Tollway, just north of Interstate 635, during
the 1980s. Yet, while the play on words offers a friendly
glimpse into our past, the area’s current status is no joke
at all and offers a glimpse into our future.
Easily the busiest real estate submarket in the metroplex, the
Platinum Corridor provides residents with a thrill, a comfort,

“It’ll always go north; it always has and
I think it always will. They’re going to put
the toll road right through that property.”
-Randy Heady, Heady Investments

a purpose, an inspiration, a value and a place to call home.
Miles apart and spaces between, we’re all linked by an evolving
infrastructure. When you really stop to think about how
North Dallas has changed, how it’s created a prosperous
local economy, its hard not to find yourself in absolute
awe. We’ve accommodated a population that exhibits
nearly exponential growth, and we’ve done so at a rapid
pace. Only 20 years ago-really about 18, if you count the
time period when the building boom picked up speedwe’ve moved from a handful of churches and business
headquarters to nearly 100 percent development north
of 635. The North Dallas Corridor is accomplishing what
some cities take years to even conceptualize and approve,
and we’re doing so in a matter of months – widening our
transportation systems, welcoming additional housing
and encouraging cultural diversity, be it in retail, dining
or entertainment. Once you have a taste of “Live, Work,
Play” it’s hard to turn back on the accessibility.
Once you try Dallas’ version? Well, it’s hard to turn
your back on the luxury and superiority of it all. But I
suppose that’s the joy of a life along a platinum-paved
road.
Platinumcorridor.com

